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Abstract
Ideal class groups H(K) of algebraic quadratic function eldsK are studied, by using mainly
the theory of continued fractions of algebraic functions. Properties of such continued fractions
are discussed rst. Then a necessary and suÆcient condition is given for the class group H(K)
to contain a cyclic subgroup of any order n, this criterion condition holds true for both real
and imaginary elds K. Furthermore, several series of function elds K, including real, inertia
imaginary, as well as ramied imaginary quadratic function elds, are given, and their class
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I. Introduction and Statement of Main Results
Let k = F
q





is the nite eld with q elements, q a power of any odd prime number. Let R = F
q
[T ]
be the ring of polynomial forms of T over F
q
. Any nite extension K of k is said to be an
algebraic function eld. The integral closure of R in K is denoted by O
K
, which is a Dedekind
domain. The ideal class group of O
K
is denoted by H(K) and is called the ideal class group of
K. h(K) =#H(K) is called the ideal class number of K.
A quadratic extension of k could be written as K = k(
p
D), where D is a square-free
polynomial in R. When degD (the degree of D) is even and D is monic, K = k(
p
D) is said to
be real; when degD is even and the coeÆcient of its highest term is not a square (we may then
assume it is g, the generator of the multiplicative group F

q
), K = k(
p
D) is said to be inertia
imaginary; and when degD is odd, K = k(
p
D) is said to be ramied imaginary. Also D is said
to be positive (or negative) when K = k(
p
D) is real (or imaginary respectively). These terms
come from dierent behaviors of decompositions in K of the innity prime divisor (valuation)
1 of k.
We are interested in the ideal class group H(K) = H(D) and the ideal class number h(K) =
h(D) of a quadratic function eld K = k(
p









(with G 2 R; c 2 F

q
), and proved that h(K) is divisible by n (written njh(K)). This result






(with G;H 2 R; HjG) in[2]. We also gave a quite systematical discussion on quadratic function








(T 2 R; c 2 F

q
; ` is an odd prime number and (`; q) = 1), giving conditions for `jh(K). A
corollary in the present paper will show that for elds K in [4] we actually have `
n
jh(K) rather
than `jh(K) under most conditions. Here we will also give a criterion for the class group H(K)
to contain a cyclic subgroup of any order n, which is valid for both real and imaginary elds
K. Furthermore, we will provide several series of function elds K with H(K) containing cyclic
subgroups of order n.
In [5], a necessary and suÆcient condition is given for a real quadratic number eld F =
Q(
p
d) to have an ideal class group containing a cyclic subgroup of order n; and, by using
2
this condition and theory of continued fractions, several series of real quadratic number elds
with class groups containing subgroups of order n are constructed. Here we will obtain results
about H(K) containing a cyclic subgroup of order n for general quadratic function elds K
(i.e., for real, inertia imaginary, and ramied imaginary quadratic function elds K), by using
semi-simple continued fractions of functions.
The following Theorem 1 is valid for both real and imaginary eldsK. And a proper solution
is a solution X;Y 2 R with (X; Y ) = 1:
Theorem 1. Let K = k(
p
D) be a quadratic function eld, real or imaginry. The ideal







has a proper solution (X;Y ) (for some c 2 F

q
and Z 2 R  F
q







has no proper solution (for any b 2 F

q
; 1  mjn; m < n):








; where B and M are polynomials in
R, degM is odd, gcd(M;B) = 1, n is odd. Then K = k(
p
D) is an inertia imaginary quadratic
function eld, and its ideal class group H(D) contains a cyclic subgroup of order n.








Theorem 2), then H(D) contains a cyclic subgroup of order n, and njh(D):




; degB < degM
n
; where B and M are polynomials in




; n any positive integer. Then K = k(
p
D) is an inertia imaginary quadratic function eld,
and its ideal class group H(D) contains a cyclic subgroup of order 2n, inparticularly, 2njh(D):




whereM is monic with even degree (i.e. take B = c 2 F

q
in Theorem 3). Then the ideal class H(D) of K = k(
p
D) contains a cyclic subgroup of order
2n; and 2njh(D):






the ideal class group H(D) of the real quadratic function eldK = k(
p
D) has a cyclic subgroup
of order n; where e 2 F

q
; Z;N;U are polynomials in R  F

q









+N); V H +1 = 2rN; and 2(eZ
n
+N)=2U  U) = 2NV +H for some
V;H 2 R with 0  degH < degN; deg V > 0; r 2 F

q
; and n  2:
3
Example for theorem 4. In theorem 4, let k = F
3
(T ); e = 2; Z = T
2
+ 1; N =
2T
3
+ T + 2; U = T
2












So the ideal class group H(D) of K = k(
p
D) has a cyclic subgroup of degree 3, and 3jh(D): In
fact, it has been proved that h(D) = 3 (cf [6]).
II. Semi-simple Continued Fractions of Functions
and Quadratic Diophantine Equations
We now give a brief introduction to (semi-simple) continued fractions of functions and some

















2 R = F
q
[T ])













;    ; b
n






;   ]
is called the n-th complete quotient of . (The above continued fractions are said to be \semi-
simple" since the concerned b
i
are not restricted to be \ positive" (as dened at the beginning
of section I), which correspond to the semi-simple continued fractions of numbers.)




;   ] of functions above have the following properties. Most of
them are similar to those of continued fractions of numbers (In fact, they are deduced formaly
from the special form of continued fractions, so the proofs will be ommitted). Nevertheless,











































































Proposition 2.2. If deg b
i





























For a squarefree polynomial D 2 R = F
q
[T ], the square root
p
D could be expanded into a
(semi-simple) continued fraction via the following procedure (CONT):
CONT 1. Take any b
0










































CONT 2. Take any b
1















































































Continuing the above procedure we expand
p



























is called the n-th complete denominator. Also note that we obviously have




and n th complete denominator
Q
n












Remark 1. IfD is \positive" (i.e., monic with degD = 2d even), then in the above procedure
we could take b
n
in a certain way and obtain\the simple continued fraction" for
p
D. In fact,
a \positive" D could be written as D = 
2
+ r uniquely (with deg = d;degr < d, ; r 2 R; 
monic), then we take b
n























= C (D;C 2 R = F
q
[T ]): (1)
A solution (X;Y ) 2 R
2




 = X   Y
p
D
and associate " of  are also solutions of (1), where " = U +V
p




























;    ; U
i
] as polynomials of
U
1
;    ; U
i
































;    ; U
i
are distinct indeterminates (and will be assumed to be polynomials in R).
For any expression D = F
2
+G with F; G 2 R = F
q























































;    ; U
i
2 Rg.
Proposition 2.3. Equation (1) has a proper solution if and only if one of the following
holds:
(a) C = C

i




;    ; U
i




together with its associates and conjugates.
(b) C = C
i




;    ; U
i
2 R. And if so, all the solutions
are just 
i
together with its associates and conjugates.
(c) C 2 C
i
(1) for some 0  i 2 Z. And if so, all the solutions are just T
i
(1):




= C has a proper solution (X;Y ). Using the
division algorithm we obtain the simple continued fraction expansion X=Y = [U
1
;    ; U
i
];
which is nite with U
1
;    ; U
i






















   ; U
i






























































;    ; U
i

















































;    ; U
i
2 R.




















































































































































































































































































































;    ; U
i
):
This proves (b) since U
i
are arbitrary.




(1), this is obvious. 2
Remark 2. The above theory about semi-simple continued fraction and Diophantine equa-
tions is also valid for numbers (and even imaginary numbers). For example, we have the following










= f1; 2; 5; 13; 34; 89;   g:




(i  1) (= 1; 2; 5; 13; 34; 89   ) are sums of two integer




. In fact, in this way we could obtain all those integers which are sums
of two integer squares. This point will be discussed in another paper.
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III Proofs of the Main Results






has a proper solution










where  = A B
p















are distinct irreducible polynomials in R, e
i
 1 ( i = 1; 2;    ;m )). Then for any




(mod P ): Since D is squarefree, (A;B) = 1, and
n  2, it is easy to show that P 6 jA, P 6 jB, P 6 jD. For example, if P jA, the P 6 jB, P jD; so








), we get 0 B
2
D  0 (mod P
2




















So P is completely splitting in K . Assume the factorization of P
i







(i = 1; 2;    ;m):











































Note that  has not factor in R, and  is relatively prime to  (In fact, if P j(; ), then P j(+ ,
  ) =(A, BD) = (A; D), so P j and P jD, which contradicts to the fact that the factors of 






















; i = 1; 2;    ;m): Thus I
n
is a principal ideal. If jjn
and I
j




















































(1  jjn; j 6= n) has no proper solution
in the Theorem, so I
j
is not principal. Therefore, I generates a cyclic subgroup of order n in
H(D) .
8
On the other hand, if H(D) contains a cyclic subgroup of order n, we may assume it is
generated by [I], the class represented by an integral ideal I . Then I
n
is a principal ideal, and
we may assume I is completely splitting. Then
I
n


































(1  jjn; j 6= n)
has no proper solution (otherwise, [I] would generate a subgroup in H(D) with order  j < n,
a contradiction). This proves the Theorem 1. 2














solution (for 1  mjn; m 6= n; c 2 F

q













. So degD cannot be less than degM
n





















has no solution (for
1  mj2n; m 6= 2n; c 2 F

q




cannot be less than the degree
of D for any X;Y 2 R, (note that D has even degree and its coeÆcient of highest term is

















) is 2ndegM , which is bigger than degM
m
=mdegM (since 2n > m).














Proof of Theorem 4. Note that B = (eZ
n






















has no solution in








Note that by the conditions in the theorem we have 2B = 2NV +H with degB > degN
(since deg V > 0) and degH <degN . Thus degN < degZ
n
since B = (eZ
n
+N)=2U   U 2 R.
9
Using the fact D = B
2
+ 2N; 2B = 2NV +H; V H + 1 = 2rN and the degree conditions,




D = [B; V; V; 2B] ( if r = 1);
p




V; V; 2B] ( if r 6= 1):
and obtain all the denominators fQ
i
g of complete quotients of this expansion in both cases :
f1; 2Ng ( if r = 1);
f1; 2N; 2rN; r
 1
g ( if r 6= 1):
Note that in both cases it is impossible that cZ
n
0










; N 6 jZ
n
.








proper solution if and only if C is a denominator ( up to a constant) of complete quotient in the
expansion of simple continued fraction of
p














degD; in fact by degB > degN we know degD = deg(B
2











 degN < degB =
1
2
















6= n; c 2 F

q
: By Theorem 1, we know that the ideal class group H(D) of
K = k(
p
D) has a cyclic subgroup of degree n, and njh(D) .
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